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since he�s a nun called the Lady Kobue, he's got his own set of problems,
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INTERNAL, MANAGED_COMPONENTS,
MANAGED_CUSTOMIZATION_SETTINGS, LOCALE_CONFIG,
PREFERENCES_MANAGER } from './constants'; const reducers = {
locations: combineReducers({ [INTERNAL]: locationsReducer,
[MANAGED_CUSTOMIZATION_SETTINGS]: managedCustomizationReducer,
[MANAGED_COMPONENTS]: managedComponentsReducer,
[PREFERENCES_MANAGER]: managedPreferencesReducer }), site:
combineReducers({ [INTERNAL]: siteReducer, [LOCALE_CONFIG]:
localeReducer }) }; export default reducers; Monday, January 14, 2011
01/14/11 – It’s been a while since I posted, but I felt it was necessary
because I felt so strongly about the subject matter. As you can see by the
title of this post, I left off with a strange feeling of fear. I am not a racist. I
don’t hate anyone simply because of their race. I still have friends of all
races. When I was younger, the people who would play the racist card
would often tell me
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